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(HE capture of the ostrich is 
the greatest feat of hunting 

GP to which the Saharan sports- 
man aspires, and in richness 

_ of booty it ranks next to the 
plunder of a caravan. So 
great is the cost and toil of 
the chase, that it is generally 
estimated the capture of an 
ostrich cannot be effected 
without the loss of a horse or CS 

So wary is the bird, and so vast are 
the plains over which it roams, that no ar- 
tifices or ambuscades can be of any avail. 
The only resource is to pursue them with 

dogged perseverance, and for this work the 
spoor horses have to undergo a long and 
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painfultraining. The North African ostrich 
isless gregarious than that of the Cape, 
generally living in companies of from four 
to six individuals, which do not appear to be 
in the habit of wandering more than twenty 
or thirty miles from their head-quarters. 

“Once, and once only,” says Mr. Tris- 
tram, ‘‘I had the good fortune to take 
an ostrich’s nest, though fresh eggs were 
not unfrequently brought in by the Arabs. 
It was some months subsequent to this 
occasion, when we observed with our tele- 
scopes two birds standing for some time in 
the same spot, and were induced to ride 
towards them. ‘They rapidly scudded off, 
but on intersecting their track, we turned 
back and retraced it, instead of continuing 
a vain pursuit. An ostrich’s track is by 
no means easy either to follow or to retrace, 
for his stride measures, at full speed, from 
twenty-two to twenty-eight feet, and the 
oblong impression of two toes at such wide 
intervals affords no very evident ‘spoor’ to 
any eyes less expert than those ofa Bedouin 
huntsman. We retraced the impressions to 
the spot where we had seen the birds stand-   
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ing together, and where the sand was well 
trodden down. Two Arabs, at once dis- 
mounting, began to dig with their hands, 
and presently brought up four fine fresh 
eggs from the depth of about a foot under 
the warm sand. They are excellent eating, 
and cannot be distinguished from hens’ eggs 
in flavour. Ostrich egg omelet we always 
found a most welcome addition to our de- 
sert bill of fare, and a convenient and 
portable provision, for, from the thickness 
of the shell, the eggs keep perfectly sweet 
and fresh for a fortnight or three weeks.” 

On another occasion the travellers saw 
six ostriches at a great distance. The 
Arabs galloped in pursuit, though, unsuc- 
cessful as usual, they returned in an hour 
or two. There is something apparently 
irresistible to the nomad in the charm of an 
ostrich hunt, and often as the exhausted 
horses had. vainly suffered in the toilsome 
pursuit, there was no restraining their atten- 

dants, when the alarm was given, from 

scampering wildly over the plains. The 
most skilful sportsman generally adopt the 
plan of sending two or three hunters to 
follow the herd at a gentle gallop, en- 

deavouring only to keep the birds in sight 
| without alarming them, when they would 
take to their full speed and be speedily lost 
to view. In the meantime the rest of the 
party proceed in‘a direction at right angles 
to the course the ostriches have taken, 
knowing by experience their habit of cour- 
singin a circle. Their object is to intersect 
the path of their game, and for this purpose 
they post themselves on the best look-out 
they can find, and wait for hours in patience. 
If fortunate enough to detect them, they 
follow the now exhausted flock, and often 

succeed in running down one or more, 
When overtaken, the bird offers no resist- 
ance beyond kicking out sideways.


